skyline
long planks

5mm thick
comfortable
commercial grade
water resistant
quiet underfoot
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coastal blackbutt

grey gum

coastal spotted gum

northern blackbutt

mid grey gum

northern spotted gum
*The colour and design of each product seen in this brochure may vary from the actual product. Please choose carefully from samples supplied in store.

SPECIFICATIONS
Usage

Class 23/42

Size

1524mm x 254mm

Thickness

5.0mm

Wear Layer

0.5mm

Surface Finish

PU coating Nano Silver

Impact Sound Reduction L’nT,w61

coastal spotted gum

coastal blackbutt

Slip Resistance

R10

Fire Rating

CRF - 6.2 kW/m2
Smoke Value - 216%min

Board repeat

12 boards average

Qty per carton

6 planks = 9.04kg

M2 per carton

2.322m2

Adhesive

Uzin KE 2000 S

Warranty

Residential 20yrs
Commercial 10yrs

mid grey gum

CARE & MAINTENANCE
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To protect the surface more efficiently and keep
your floor looking like new, protect the surface
with a suitable wash and shine product such
as LONG LIFE.
This product requires no rinsing after
application.
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Extra surface protection can be achieved by
applying LONG LIFE Self Shining Floor Polish.
It is specially formulated to give your floor
protective high gloss finish.
Washing the floor will not spoil the shine.
Do not use wax.

*LONG LIFE products are manufactured by
Pascoe’s and available from Bunnings or
Woolworths.

fda.net.au
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Scuff marks, various types of shoe soles may
cause scuff marks. If scuff marks appear, we
recommend you identify the cause eg. joggers/
runners and remove.
No claims will be accepted for scuff marks.
Avoid surface scratches by sweeping or
vacuuming your floor as often as necessary to
remove loose dirt.
Weekly maintenance should be carried out by
washing the floor with water and a suitable
vinyl floor cleaner.*
Furniture pads should be used underneath all
items of furniture to protect your new floor!

